Choose your look!

Are you a Traditional Scrapbooker or do you prefer the ease and speed of Pocket Style Pages? Choose your look with Our Memories for Life!

Everything you need at your fingertips to complete beautiful pages!

These collections are color coordinated, creating a cohesive flow to your pages regardless of the style you choose. Our collections feature designer papers, stickers and companion borders singing in perfect harmony—just for you!
The people you love will know they’re loved!

Saving the photos and stories that make up your life can be the start of something special. It's a brand new year with a brand new system to help you scrapbook faster, easier and more beautifully than you have done before!

We have created a spectacular color palette for 2017 with beautiful rich colors that match our newly released SOLID CORE cardstock. Each quarter we will highlight colors to enhance your fabulous photos!

We have a new set of 12x12 Designer cardstock featuring designs and fun textures that reflect each quarter. We will create decorative two inch borders with seasonal themes that help you celebrate life's special moments! And brand new this year, a new collection of Designer STACKABLE STICKERS just for you—that perfect final touch!
All colors working for the greater good of your pages!

These incredibly beautiful tones match perfectly with our Designer Springtime companion borders and stickers.

Many Everyday Birthday components work here too! Mix and match them to create your own unique scrapbook pages.

10 sheets of ADORABLE double sided 12 x12 paper that is acid free and lignin free. Use these to highlight your Spring photo events!

$10
Springtime
DESIGNER BORDERS

$8/set of 12 companion borders
The Wonder Collection

Pocket Borders
$11/set of 30

Pocket Journal Cards
$11/set of 30

Our WONDER and WONDER 2 include a POCKET BORDER and JOURNAL CARD for every color in our SOLID CORE CARDSTOCK collection. You can use these as quick enhancement on your traditional scrapbook pages or slip them into our MULTI POCKET PAGES. They are precut and perfectly sized for you! Purchase one set of both and you are ready for the year!
Wonder 2
Pocket Collection

Color coordination done for you to make your albums cohesive and EASY to complete!

Each of the borders and journal cards are created to coordinate with every color in our SOLID CORE CARDSTOCK collection.

POCKET BORDERS
$11/30 strips

JOURNAL CARDS
$11/30 cards
Coordinating Products

Blue Skies Refill Pages

BLUE SKIES REFILL Pages complement Spring photos beautifully.

$25
18 pgs./pk
6 designs

Our most popular tool!
The Bordermaker System!

With a growing collection of interchangeable cartridges, you can punch decorative 12 inch borders or use this to accent the edges of your cards or other paper projects! The Bordermaker System includes the Butterfly Lace cartridge for $30. Additional cartridges are $15.

Cross Greener Grass

Flower Power Eyelet Lace
Coordinating Products

Spring photos look fabulous on CLOUD WHITE Refill pages!
$25
18 pgs./pk
6 designs

Assorted Pastel Micron Pen set - $14
Bright Blue, Spring Green, Raspberry Pink and Purple

These long lasting pens are a great value and accent your pages and tags easily. Acid free and fade resistant ink.

Multipurpose Tool $6

MONARCH BUTTERFLY PUNCH $15
WILD FLOWER PUNCH $15
Make your own Tags!

STEP ONE:
Cut a 3 x 12 inch piece of Designer paper

STEP TWO:
Use a Bordermaker cartridge to create a lovely edge

STEP THREE:
Cut your strip every two inches— you have 6 tags!

STEP FOUR:
Place a sticker on your tag and tie it with bakers twine and tie on a coordinating gift bag.

Cut a four inch square of Designer paper and punch once on each side of the paper using a cartridge with a rounded edge. Trim with scissors to cut away edges and it will look almost like a circle. Tuck under a border for a decorative "doilie" look. (Heart Scallop and Scallop Shell bordermaker cartridges work very well for this look!)
Bags & Tags

Create your own tags using these darling stickers! You can place them on your scrapbook pages and can also beautifully accent decorated gift bags. You can put together original cards using these adorable papers for a variety of occasions. This collection also blends with the stickers in EVERYDAY BIRTHDAY.
Use these beautifully designed stickers to accent your pages as you tell your own personal story of Faith. This is sure to be a treasure for those you love.

Layouts shown feature papers from the ALL ABOUT FALL and SWEET SUMMER Designer Collections along with the YEAR IN A SNAP Pocket Border Strips.
Use these question and answer style stickers to jump-start your journaling and tell the story of your faith. For adults and children. Available in NEUTRAL and BRIGHT to be used with your choice of paper from any of our fabulous "Our Memories for Life" Designer collections.

(Pictured here: Year in a Snap Pocket Borders and All About Fall Designer Paper)
Family Faith
BRIGHT STICKERS

$15/ 4 sheets

Each set has identical stickers, just the color combinations are different to fit your personal style.
Year in a Snap
Clear STICKERS

These CLEAR stickers have a light swash behind them and work for multiple occasions.

Place them on your pages, on journaling cards or borders to accent your pages.

Whimsical and fun—they come in a 2 page set.

In LOVE with this moment. Cheers Happiness 😊
I need some vitamin SEA Xoxo Never give up EVER
Born for GREATNESS
Comfort & Joy
Happy Birthday, Darling! Wonderful!
HOME is wherever I'm with you. Here's to YOU!
You are my greatest adventure. Oh, HELLO
Go Go HOORAY. Enjoy every Second. You make me BRAVE

There is always something nice to drink.
Have courage & be KIND.

My heart is wherever you are, I'm happy when you're nearby.
Love makes a house a HOME.
I love you, I love you, I love you. FREE LOVE. You are my sunshine.

My better half.
Family. Friends.
Keep on keeping on.
Nature Story.

Pineapple upside down cake. Wear a crown & be sweet on the inside.
It was so amazing to have Kevin be our first EAGLE SCOUT! His younger brothers are watching him and following in his footsteps. What a proud, proud moment!

Let the Adventure begin...

Life is a beautiful ride.
The Wonder Collection Designer Paper pack features 10 sheets of 12x12 double sided 80 lb. cardstock. These fun designs have multiple uses and complement the Everyday Birthday Collection along with the newly released Great Outdoors Designer Border strips and Stackable Stickers.

$10/10 sheets
The Great Outdoors LAYOUTS
Pocket Pages are the perfect solution when you have a project that needs to be completed quickly! Take those printed photos, slip them in, adding a complementary precut POCKET border strip and journal card–you are done in a SNAP! They match our Great Outdoor Stackable Stickers! Add a few for a fun look!

POCKET PAGES are sized to fit our beautiful 12x12 Coversets.
These border strips and journal cards are designed specifically for the Slip-in Multi-pocket pages. Create a beautiful album with printed pictures quickly and easily. These are also a great enhancement to traditional layouts.

Set of 15 Pocket Pages for $22
Designer Collection
THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Stackable Stickers
$8/2 shts.

- This is my happy place
- Let's explore what's out there
- Are we lost? The great outdoors

- Adventures await
- America, the beautiful
- Let's go, let's go, let's go!
- Life is a beautiful ride
- Hello Adventure!

- Just breathe
- Not all who wander are lost
- Cold air, Dark Night, Warm Fire, Bright Stars

- I haven't been everywhere but it is on my list
- Every mile is a new memory

- It leaves you speechless then turns you into a storyteller
- The good life

- Every moment that makes life big

- Every adventure

- The mountains are calling and I must go...

- Happy Camper
It's as easy as... STACK AND STICK!

The mountains are calling and I must go...

Adventures Await
Coordinating Products

Use "THE REAL SEAL" punch and place a round sticker inside for a fun new look! $15

THE CLEAN SLATE BLUE Refill pages are amazing with outdoor photos! 3 pages of each design, 18 pages to a package for $25.

Bling Bling  Greener Grass  Classy Ivy  Pine Tree

Bordermaker Cartridges $15 each

Starry Night
Outdoor Photos look fabulous on the Creme Linen Refill Pages!

18 pages to a package for $25.

Coordinating Products

Creme Linen Refill Pages

Micron Penset $14
- Sepia
- Blue/Black
- Hunter Green
- Red

ABC Stickers on Sale WSL!
- $5 for 4 sheet packs
- Brown & Navy
The Great Outdoors

This layout was created using the CLEAN SLATE BLUE REFILL Pages, the Great Outdoors Border Strips and Stickers, the REAL SEAL punch, and the Wonder Collection paper and journal card.
The Wonder Everyday Birthday Collection
by Lauren Hinds
The Wonder Collection Designer Paper Pack features 10 sheets of 12x12 double sided 80 lb. cardstock.

These vibrant colors and neutrals can be used for multiple themes and occasions. They were especially created to mix and match with our Everyday Birthday and The Great Outdoors Collections.
Traditional Scrapbooking

Companion borders make great Title Pages and are:

- Pre-cut with
- Coordinated colors &
- Coordinated themes

A day to Remember
Everyday Birthday Borders
Everyday Birthday Borders
These border strips and journal cards are designed specifically for the Slip-in Multi-pocket pages. Create a beautiful album with printed pictures quickly and easily. These are also a great enhancement to traditional layouts.

Set of 15 Pocket Pages for $22
Slip in your favorite birthday photos, a precut pocket border strip and journal card and you are done in a SNAP! Decorative stickers are available to accent the perfectly sized journal cards. The POCKET PAGES are sized to fit our beautiful 12x12 Coversets.

The POCKET Borders and Journal Cards shown here are part of the WONDER COLLECTION. $11 each/package of 30 strips or cards.
Designer Collection
Everyday Birthday
STACKABLE STICKERS

Birthday Boy, Birthday Girl, Make a Wish, the sweet life, This Magic moment

Memories

Birthday Girl!
Birthday Boy!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Celebrate

PARTY TIME

It's your Birthday!

Birthday Girl!

Love You FOREVER

Another year older today

Laughter

Love

Fun

Today we CELEBRATE you

Time to Celebrate

Next day over!

It's My Party!

Let's Party!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Sweet

Mailbox

Balloons

Cake

Candles
Choose the base of your sticker and STACK IT UP to match your theme!
Combine your stickers, journal cards, papers and bordermaker cartridges to create your own look!
Our most popular tool!
The Bordermaker System!

With a growing collection of interchangeable cartridges, you can punch decorative 12 inch borders or use this to accent the edges of your cards or other paper projects! The Bordermaker System includes the Butterfly Lace cartridge for $30. Additional cartridges are $15.

Eyelet Lace  Heart Scallop  Balloon  Presents  Musical Notes

Multipurpose Tool $6  Foam Squares $5  Pastel Micron Pen $14  Black Micron Pen $3.50  Real Seal Punch $15
Color Palette 2017

Vanilla Cream  Oatmeal  Coffee Bean  Steel Gray  Black
Nautical Navy  Purple Pansy  Eggplant  Bahama Blue  Bluebird
Robin’s Egg  English Ivy  Shamrock  Artichoke  Aqua Mist
Dijon Mustard  Sunshine  Buttercup  Orangesicle  Merlot
Cranberry Crush  Strawberry Red  Rose Pink  Perfect Pink  Snow White

*Please note: The 2017 Color of the Year is ARTICHOKE
It will be featured in every collection.

For the best color representation, please refer to our
SOLID CORE Cardstock Swatch Book
Our Memories for Life is the heart and tradition of memory keeping. We are so pleased to introduce this new collection to celebrate one of the most beautiful times of the year!
Let your Christmas pages become your Favorite Decoration to set out each year!
Traditional Scrapbooking

With so many colors to choose from, let your coverset reflect your personality or the purpose of your album.

Each coverset is made with a bookcloth cover and spine. The P strap-hinge system allows your pages to lay flat. This true 12x12 cover is 100% photo safe, archival quality, and made in the U.S. - $30.
This coordinating, double-sided paper is filled with a variety of designs including themed looks and everyday patterns. Mix and match with the other pieces in the collection. Includes 10 sheets (20 unique designs) of 80lb acid-free, lignin free, and buffered double-sided, patterned cardstock.

USOM500857 $10
How can you make a darling two page spread QUICKLY?

Use companion border strips! We have designed two sets of Christmas border strips. These are the decorative pieces with seasonal themes.

One is called JOYFUL and one is called TRIUMPHANT. They each have a "companion" border that will easily make a two page spread. They are not exactly alike, but they coordinate.

In addition they match up perfectly with our designer cardstock, pocket borders, and journal cards.
Triumphant Borders

These 2”x12” border strips are printed on both sides giving you 24 different designs in each pack. Each piece has a companion strip, designed to be used together to create a fast, designer-look two page spread.

USOM521857 $8
Joyful Layouts

Quick 2 page layouts using the JOYFUL and TRIUMPHANT Designer Paper, 2 inch Companion Borders, Pocket Borders and Journal Cards.
Triumphant Layouts
These border strips and journal cards are designed specifically for the Slip-in Multi-pocket pages. Create a beautiful album with printed pictures quickly and easily. These are also a great enhancement to traditional layouts.
Border Maker Design Cartridges $15 each.
* designates new designs

Snowflake Kisses Paper Punch $15.

Gold or Silver Gelly Pen $3.50.
Border Maker System
Create decorative borders in a snap with design cartridges that punch a continuous 12-inch border. Includes the Butterfly Lace cartridge.

USOM250010 $30
Start your layout with a beautiful and strong base using a refill page that is 100 lb archival, photo safe, lignin free, and buffered. Choose from a variety of colors and designs. Patent pending “disappearing reinforced edge” adds strength to your page. Each package includes 18 refill pages. White Refill Pages are $18; Solid Black and Creme Linen are $25.

Use the new Solid Core Cardstock as your page base or to enhance your layout with photo mats, journaling blocks, and borders with colors designed to coordinate with the Our Memories for Life Designer Collections. Each package includes 10 sheets of one color of archival, photo safe, lignin free, and buffered 80 lb cardstock for $9.
12" x 12" solid core cardstock that folds, cuts, and tears cleanly with no white edges. The colors match Our Memories for Life collections and is ideal for creating layouts, titles, journal blocks, and more. Each package contains 10 pieces of double-sided, solid core cardstock that is 80 lb archival quality paper, photo safe, lignin free, buffered, and uses soy based dyes that are 100% environmentally friendly.

$9 for 10 sheets of the same color.
Digital Scrapbooking

All of these beautiful holiday designs are available free digitally at: www.heritagemakers.com

Create a FREE account, login, and click on the link to ONLINE CLASSES. Click on the link to ARCHIVED CLASSES and watch these tutorials: February 27, 2014 and watch STUDIO 101 Getting Started Part 1 and April 15, 2014 STUDIO 101 Getting Started Part 2.

Additional tutorials available to access anytime with monthly trainings you can join in and listen live! You can create Storybooks, Greeting Cards and Invitations, Home Décor, Photo Gifts and more! Talk to your consultant about how to save money on your publishing!
Ideas & Inspiration

MAGICAL DAY!

Disney World really is for kids or kids at heart! On our trip we made it to 3 parks. The kids had a blast on the last day. Everyone was looking & acting like a kid again. It was fun & it was magic!